
What Journaling Bible is Right for Me?
When shopping for a journaling bible, do not worry about finding plenty of versions and brands -
there are endless possibilities.  What is important? You’ll want to know the difference in styles
and to understand how each is formatted. This guide will help you find the one that is just right!

Single Column
Journaling Bible
The single column refers to the way the text
is laid out in one large column on the page.
Each page has a “wide margin” to the right or
left of the text.  Some versions offer
completely blank margins, while others have
lines for note taking.

Double Column
Journaling Bible
Similar to the single column but instead the
text is broken into two equal size columns,
Each page has a “wide margin” to the right or
left of the text.  Some versions offer
completely blank margins, while others have
lines for note taking.

Interleaved
Journaling Bible
This unique bible will be thicker than an
average bible. In between each page of
normal formatted text, is a two-sided blank
page.  This bible is great for artists that do not
want to create over the text, or for artists who
enjoy the freedom ( and space!) to create.



Additional Coloring Bibles
Since bible journaling became widely popular around 2014, there are many choices of art-friendly
bibles.  We have seen the three basic layouts of bible journaling or wide margin bibles. However, there
are great options for those seeking pre-drawn illustrations or coloring bibles.  Below is a look inside
several of the most popular brands of coloring bibles on the market

Beautiful Word:
Pre-Colored Pages
Some Bibles come with beautifully colored pages,
but still provide space for journaling and  note
taking like the traditional “Beautiful Word”

Other additions of this brand provide only black
outlines for the reader to color as they meditate on
key verses in scripture.

More coloring style bibles include: Inspire Bible,
The Illuminated Bible, My Creative Bible

Outside the Bible, Journaling….
If you are uneasy about marking directly into your bible, why not consider an alternative creative source
like within a sketchbook, notebook, make a junk journal, use your ipad (good notes) or upcycle an old
hymnal.  No matter where you get started, make sure to remember that God sees your heart before he
sees your art!


